# Hotpoint Dishwashers FDW Series

| **Model Number(s):** | Hotpoint FDW20  
|                      | Hotpoint FDW60  
|                      | Hotpoint FDW65A  
| Serial numbers 60601xxxx to 80531xxxx (where xxxx is any character).  
| You can find the model and serial numbers on the inside edge of the dishwasher door. |
| **Recall date(s):** | 15/04/2013  
| **Description:** | Manufactured between June 2006 and May 2008.  
|                   | A green sticker on the inside of the door indicates the machine has already been repaired. |
| **Risk:** | A component may overheat and catch fire when in use.  
| **What to do:** | If you believe you have an affected model:  
|               | **Check:** Note down your machine’s model and serial number and your postcode at time of purchase (if known).  
|               | **Contact:** Visit the manufacturer’s website and follow the instructions, or call them on the number below.  
|               | *Hotpoint:*  
|               | [https://www.hotpointservice.co.uk/safety-notice-dishwasher](https://www.hotpointservice.co.uk/safety-notice-dishwasher)  
|               | **Tel:** 0800 151 0905 |